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Crossing the Line: Thoughts on Rape, Children, and a Female Antihero 

Comments to Margrethe Bruun Vaage, The Antihero in American Television (New York: 

Routledge, 2016) 

 

Thanks to Dan Flory for inviting me on this panel. 

 

I really enjoyed reading Margrethe Bruun Vaage’s The Antihero in American Television, and I 

agree with her main argument which is that the viewer of antihero shows such as Dexter, 

Breaking Bad, and The Sopranos alternate between two positions. One is “fiction relief,” where 

we enjoy the antihero’s transgressive and morally murky acts, and the other position has “reality 

checks” where the viewer checks in with reality to confirm that the antihero’s acts are socially 

prohibited and not something we should do. Thus, we may enjoy and sympathize and form an 

alliance with an antihero who can be a serial killer or a gangster, but we understand that we 

cannot kill, steal, take violent revenge, or sell drugs, even if it would be for the sake of our 

family or because it is “who we are.” 

 

As I read the book, however, I wondered if the character that Vaage calls “the antihero” and the 

morally transgressive acts are not as gender neutral, as she most of the time assumes. The book’s 

last chapter is dedicated to the women in the universe of the antihero, those who are married to 

the male antiheroes and the rare female antihero. But I think it is not just the antihero but the 

very terrain of antiheroism that is not thoroughly recognized and examined for being gendered. 

But it is. It is a man’s terrain and it is a man’s world. 
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In the chapter “Crossing the Line” Margrethe asks which act definitely separates an antihero 

from a villain. Or, to use the concepts from Murray Smith’s Engaging Characters, at which point 

can we no longer be in alliance with the antihero. The answer, says Margrethe, is rape. The 

antihero is allowed to murder, cook meth, sell drugs, be a vigilante, as long as the character 

doesn’t rape. Rape is disgusting and a rapist is disgusting, whereas a murderer can be 

sympathetic and even cool. Like Ray Donovan, who is pretty cool, or serial killer Dexter, who is 

sympathetic. 

 

Rape separates antihero from villain. 

 

I. MEN & RAPE 

Let me briefly summarize the rape argument: 

Rape is common in Western society and used in fiction to create antipathy for the perpetrator and 

sympathy for the victim. It is marked by ambivalence as exciting but also disgusting. It marks a 

perpetrator as “pure” evil and functions as motive for revenge. 

 

Margrethe seems to think rape is universally disgusting and that it has “negative consequences 

for reproductive success” and therefore from an evolutionary perspective is universally 

condemned. To find rape repulsive may belong to our innate moral values that are adaptive and 

selected for by evolution, and which are part of instinctive morality. To commit rape, according 

to Vaage, is universally a crime and punished instinctively by one’s group. 

 

But I disagree. 
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Rape takes place in several animal species, including the Panorpa scorpionfly, snow geese, 

elephant seals, and primates like orangutans and chimpanzees. Rape is part of animal behavior 

and by some biologists defined as “forced copulation” and not part of a female’s coyness or 

resistance to copulation.1 But only in the human species is rape marked by disgust. It is estimated 

that one in five women in the US will experience rape. Rape, thus, happens so often in society 

and is so frequent in fiction that it can hardly be called taboo. To debate taboo, however, would 

take my argument down a different road. What I want to point out here is that rape is common, it 

is mostly committed by men, and representation of rape in fiction is almost exclusively of men 

raping women.2 

 

I will suggest that rape, in the social imaginary of real life as well as in our fiction, marks not a 

person’s, but a man’s social behavior, and that it is linked to male sexuality and male power. 

Rape is about masculinity. Like cruelty, rape signals power.3 Such signals of power warn other 

males and are attractive to females. In a democracy, rape signals the willingness to use power 

and willingness to transgress rules. Such transgression is, quite complexly, simultaneously 

attractive and repulsive, and this ambiguous attraction explains our fascination. Rape constructs, 

constitutes, and dramatizes a terrain of masculinity. 

 

II. WOMEN & CHILDREN 

The terrain of antiheroism and the act that crosses the line from antihero to villain is differently 

constructed, constituted, and dramatized for a female antihero. 
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First, let us agree rape is rarely used to characterize a female villain or antihero. In the real 

world, rape is committed against various subjects, for example, men can rape women, rape other 

men, rape children, and rape animals. Women commit rape too. Most frequent is for women to 

rape other women, for example in prisons or in LGBT communities. I don’t know the statistics of 

women raping children or animals. But in mainstream fiction, representation of women 

committing rape is rare (American Horror Story season 3). 

 

Which act, then, substitutes rape in regard to the female antihero? Margrethe points out in her 

last chapter, “The Antihero’s Wife,” that the female antihero’s transgressions are lesser than 

those of a male antihero. She cheats, sells drugs, has a drug addiction, or, like Patty Hewes in 

Damages, is willing to sacrifice friendship to nail big time criminals. Vaage discusses shows like 

Nurse Jackie, Weeds, Orange is the New Black, Banshee, and Damages. 

 

But it seems to me Vaage doesn’t tell us which act would cross the line. 

 

I suggest it is to abuse children. The more abuse, the more evil the villain. The perfect female 

villain is someone who abuses and kills children. 

 

Let me provide examples of female villains who kill children: There are evil witches like Grand 

Witch Muriel (Famke Janssen) in Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters (2013) who eats children; 

Grand High Witch Miss Ernest (Anjelica Huston) in The Witches (Nicolas Roeg, 1990) who 

turns children into mice; Evelyn (Helen McCrory), head of the witch coven in Penny Dreadful 

(2014–16), who sacrifices infants to the Devil; and the witch Ravenna (Charlize Theron) in Snow 
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White and the Huntsman (2012) who throws ten-year-old Snow White in a prison cell for years, 

and in Huntsman: Winter’s War (2016), Ravenna kills her sister’s newborn daughter. 

 

All these women molesting children are villains and killed. They might also be spectacular 

characters and more intriguing and funny and interesting than the films’ heroines. However, they 

are not heroes and it seems they cannot be antiheroes neither. Killing children makes them 

villains. Children are reminders of the sanctified and glorified institution the antihero defends, 

namely THE FAMILY. It stands to reason a child must not be harmed. 

 

Now, we know that a man must provide for his family. However, a woman’s relation to family is 

different, because she is the family. Her body is the origin of the child, the home, the family 

terrain, that whole family business. Where she goes, the family goes, which is why a woman’s 

career is always a problem not even Solomon could judge wisely. 

 

III. TWO CASES: WESTWORLD (2017–) AND KILLING EVE (2018–)  

I had originally thought I would use Westworld as example of the female antihero. In HBO’s 

adaptation of the film Westworld from 1973 (Michael Crichton), the original two male leads are 

turned into a large set of human and android characters. In this adaptation, the androids achieve 

mind, they become animated and develop personalities and have free will. Especially the female 

androids have been hyped by reviewers and fans as feminist: the madam Maeve (Thandie 

Newton), the sweet country girl Dolores/Wyatt (Evan Rachel Wood), prostitute and rape victim 

Clementine (Angela Sarafyan), and bandit Armistice (Ingrid Bolsø Berdal). These androids 
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become people, or women, built from artificial flesh with computerized memories able to 

develop a mind of their own. 

 

But looking closer in season two, I find they were not female antiheroes. When they rise against 

the humans, their murders become self-defense. They kill to survive, which is morally 

defensible. Also, they are motivated by missions generally accepted as heroic, such as liberating 

the oppressed and killing oppressors. Also, each character has an individual motive which make 

them heroines or villains, but not antiheroes. For example Maeve is searching for her daughter 

and kills those in her way, and is a heroine. Dolores searches for her father and heads the 

rebellion, and she is a heroine. 

 

So, instead new British series Killing Eve produced for BBC America (2018–) will serve as an 

example to elaborate my point about children as mark of crossing the line. The show is based on 

the novella-series Codename Villanelle (2014–2016) by Luke Jennings, and is a cat-and-mouse 

game between two women, assassin Villanelle (Jodie Comer) and MI5 desk-officer Eve Polastri 

(Sandra Oh). First season has eight episodes, and at the start of episode one we are introduced to 

a beautiful woman about thirty years old who is sitting in a French café. She smiles to a little girl 

having ice cream at another table, and when she leaves the café, she pushes the cup with ice 

cream down the girl’s dress and smiles. 

 

The joy of being nasty to little girls is apparently what defines this female character. 
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Later in the episode she kills an old man. She uses his grandson to lure him to the bedroom. She 

asks the boy to call for his grandfather and tell the boy to go hide in the bathroom so he can 

surprise the grandfather. When the boy exits the bathroom, yelling “surprise,” he finds his 

grandfather dead on the floor. And in episode seven, Villanelle abducts the daughter of her 

Russian “handler” Konstantin (Kim Bodnia) who has ordered her execution. She uses his 

daughter to capture him at gunpoint in a restaurant where she shoots and kills him in front of his 

daughter. 

 

An earlier female assassin, the Bride in Kill Bill, also kills in front of a little girl. She, too, is out 

to settle business with the people who beat her up when she was pregnant and left her for dead. 

They had it coming, and this little girl’s mother is an assassin. The mother is attacking the Bride, 

and now the Bride fights back. Also, after two films and innumerous killings, the Bride gets her 

daughter back from Bill. It is unclear if the Bride is a hero or an antihero. Villanelle, however, 

doesn’t want children. When Frank, an MI5 officer she is about to kill, says “Think of my 

children,” she responds, “I don’t want your children.” Villanelle is depicted as a psychopath who 

doesn’t like children, doesn’t want children, and doesn’t care about children. They are not 

sacred. 

 

IV. FIVE REASONS WHY VILLANELLE IS AN ANTIHERO AND NOT A VILLAIN 

1. She is fun Like male antiheroes such as Ray and Dexter, Villanelle is a fun and charming 

character. She has good taste in clothes, she likes to dress nicely, make prank jokes, drink 

champagne, laugh and dance and have fun. 
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2. She has a motive Also, she has an origin story and a reason for becoming a psychopath, 

which is hinted at and which will “redeem” her character. Specifics remain to be seen in further 

seasons. Otherwise, she is truly a psychopath, smiling as she murders her victims and not caring 

if children are traumatized. 

 

3. She provides fictional relief Because she is a psychopath, Villanelle offers the delights of 

transgressive immoral acts. But she is also young and beautiful, thus she is both a transgressive 

woman and an attractive woman. 

 

4. She is spectacular Villanelle is a spectacular figure in the image frame, capturing the 

audience’s attention with her costumes and her pranks. Like Nikita in the Luc Besson’s La 

Femme Nikita, she is the stylistic anchor in her scenes. 

 

5. Reality check Finally, to make sure Villanelle stays an antihero and not a hero, the show’s 

second protagonist, MI5 officer Eve, serves as the viewer’s reality check. Eve cries with fear 

when Villanelle breaks into her home and has dinner with her, and she is the “normal” contrast to 

psychopath Villanelle. (At least in season one, this may change). 

 

The assassin Villanelle builds on female assassins like Nikita and Sydney Bristow in Alias 

(2001–2006). However, unlike them, she doesn’t want a family. When Eve asks Villanelle, 

“what do you want?” she says, “someone to watch tv with.” This meta-reflective answer by a 

protagonist character in a HBO television show ironically hints a the sentimentality of family, 
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the terrain of women in melodrama. But surely, Villanelle would, like a male antihero, be bored 

at home with television. 

 

Margrethe points out the female antihero is rare. This is because the “antihero business” is a 

male terrain of violence, sex, and power. But perhaps this is changing. I suggested that to abuse 

and kill children can serve as an act parallel to rape, a crossing-the-line act, for the female 

antihero. This could take her to new depths of transgression and make her as transgressive as the 

male antihero. Villanelle’s transgressions are balanced by Eve’s reality checks. We enjoy the 

killings where Villanelle often castrates victims and we do reality checks with Eve. 

 

So far, Villanelle kills as ruthlessly as a male antihero, and she uses children to get close to 

targets. She has not (yet) tortured or killed children. She is instead playing with the line without 

crossing it. We can say Villanelle is standing on the line, making us evaluate the level of her 

transgressions. Too little? Too much? Or precisely the right dose of moral murkiness to pull us 

into a female antihero who is as transgressive as her male counterpart, yet differently depicted. 
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